
Abstract

The contribution traces the genre of Church history back to its early developments in the period of the Enlightenment. Particular attention is given to motifs of decline and ascent, and hence to the overall theological interpretation of history. Especially in Protestant historiography there is a tendency to see at some point a fundamental decline in history (beginning with Constantine, with the post-apostolic generation, or somewhere else). This is sometimes counterbalanced by the postulate of a small group of «steadfast who did not bow their knee to Baal» (Flacius). On the other hand, the enlightened view of history is marked by a fundamentally optimistic approach, occasionally with almost gnostic traits (progress based on better insight, Semler). In the 19th century, the new discipline of the history of dogma lead to a (sometimes radical) criticism of dogma, and ultimately to an almost totally isolated «Jesuanism».

In the conclusion, it is argued that on the one hand the modern «historical paradigm» is influenced by Christian ways of conceiving history, on the other Church history itself is highly emancipated from its theological roots in its methods and implementation. At the same time, theology continues to be an essential «intellectual motor» for this sort of research.
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